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HEADQUARTER ON BORDERS AND ALIENS

CENTRAL UNIT AGAINST HUMAN SMUGGLING AND TRAFFICKING
POLICE PLAN AGAINST THB FOR SEXUAL EXPLOITATION
TARGETS: 1ST PHASE OF THE PLAN

• Strengthen Prevention to reduce demand: Prevention Programs.
• Enhance the detection and assistance to victims, in particular minors.
• Promote investigation of criminal gangs.
• Examine all aspects of Trafficking in Human Beings (Sexual, Labor, Organs Trafficking.).
• Adapt and optimize information technologies and research.
• Strengthen national and international cooperation and collaboration.
2nd PHASE OF THE PLAN

Particular attention:

PREVENTION:
• Visualization, risk assessment and detection of victims.

AWARENESS:
• National and International Social Involvement.
IMMEDIATE ASSISTANCE TO VICTIMS:

Nationswide in all media: hotline, mail for assistance to victims of TSH.

Telephone hotline
+34 900 10 50 90

email 24 h
trata@policia.es

Twitter: @policia
Hastag: #contralatrata
“OPERACIÓN MARIPOSA”
• The POLICÍA NACIONAL receives information request from the **BK** on several investigated TARGETS.

• Simultaneous investigation begins in Spain.
DATA VERIFICATION

• Check of targets, connections, immediate information exchange with the Austrian authorities through the Spanish Liaison Officer in Vienna.

• Some of the victims have Spanish nationality and connections in Spain.
Spanish police officers move to Vienna to provide operational support.

- Search of two private homes and two red light locals.
- Assistance to victims by Spanish police officers in close co-operation with Austrian Bundeskriminalamt.
- New info. achieved during operation is being currently checked in Spain: Investigation continue.
BEST PRACTICES

RECOMMENDATIONS
QUESTIONS?
jesus.marquez@maec.es
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